Safe Work Procedure

Unloading Granular from Wobbly
Facility:

Written By:

Approved By:

Date Created

Hazards Present:

PPE or Devices Required:

Vehicle or property damge
Serious injury
Pinch points

Steel toed boots
Eye protection
Hand protection
Reflective vest
ROPS

Date of Last Revision:

Additional Training Required:
Operator training/certification

Safe Work Procedure:
1 Proper training and supervision is needed when operating
2 Pick a level area with enough room to perform the job
3 Block the wheels from either the back or the side.
When approaching from the front, block the back wheels
When approaching from the side, block from the side of the wheels
4 Approach the wobbly from the front with a loader, use a load rated lifting chain with safety hooks and fasten the
chain through hole in the top of bucket and into the hitch
5 Approach the wobbly from the side with a loader, use a load rated lifting chain with safet hooks and fasten chain
through the lift rings
6 Ensure the proper length of chain before lifting
7 Lift the wobbly with the loader and move ahead so the back wheels don't roll out of position
8 Lift the wobbly with the loader from the side until safely rested on pile. Disconnect the cahin from the front and
attache to the opposite lifting ring in the back
9 Once the wobbly is vertical and the gravel is out, back the loader up and let the bucket down to lower the wobbly
onto the wheels
10 If excess gravel is left in the wobbly it should be shoveled out, only when the wobbly is safely lowered to the
ground

If an emergency situation occurs while conducting this task, or there is an equipment malfunction, engage
the emergency stop and follow the lock out procedure
REPORT ANY HAZARDOUS SITUATIONS TO YOUR SUPERVISOR
Guidance Documents/Standards:
MB Workplace Safety & Health Act & Regulations:
2.1 Safe Work Procedures
4 General Workplace Requirements
16 Machies, Tools and Robots
22 Powered Mobile Equipment

This Safe Work Procedure will be reviewed any time
the task, equipment or materials change and at a
minimum of every three years
Reviewed By Worker Rep/ WSH Committee:

Date:

